In abelian gauge theory in curved space-time the field
equations for charged matter fields contain the covariant deri¬
vatives
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where

i

is an arbitrary differontiable function of space-time

variables. When higher order derivatives are considered the
symmetric products of the first order differential operators
(i) are used and the resulting theory is called the minimal
coupling theory.

Gauge fields of arbitrary tensor type are introduced. In
curved space-time the gravitational field serves as a bridge
joining

different gauge fields. The theory of second order

It is easy to see that the minimal coupling theory is not
the only possible one. In fact, we may admit a more general
procedure in which instead of using symmetrized products of (i)

tensor t;auge field is developed on tho basis of close analogy

we shall use the most general differential operators which are

to Maxwell electrodynamics. The notion of tensor current is

generally covariant and covariant under arbitrary phase trans¬

introduced and an experimental test of its detection is pro¬

formations of matter fields. For example, the second order

posed. The main result consists in n coupled set of field

derivatives

equations representing a generalization of Maxwell theory in

placed by the generally covariant ones

which tho Linstein equivalence principle is not satisfied.
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*be presence of gravitation must be re¬

vhich in the minimal coupling theory are further replaced by
the operators

^ A£...,.-.

Y1' "T" 1 !

W

(*)

and in this way ve get an infinite sequence .of gauge fields of
In our more general approach we replace (k) by differential

arbitrary tensor type* Independently from the field equations

operators

for matter fields we may postulate the existence of such tensor
gauge fields and develop a complete theory for them. For prac¬
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tical reasons we must, however, restrict the attention to a fi¬
nite number of gauge fields and the aim of the present paper

where A K . (x) are the usual electromagnetic gauge fields with

is to describe the simplest case which goes beyond the minimal

the transformation property given by (Zj viii 1 o the symmetric

coupling theory. It is the case where apart from the vector

tensor gauge fields A u v \X/ transform under gauge transforma¬

gauge field A M , t>() »o have only one tensor gauge field Aw.yW.

tions according to the rule
Hie field equations for the tensor gauge fields

AuvM

we shall find in close analogy to Maxwell electrodynamics. As
a first step we shall look for a gauge invariant thirv. order
tensor field F o u v W
Comparing {5) with (k) wo see that the minimal coupling theory

which in our theory will play the same

role as the eloctromagnetic tensor

arises if

play3 in the Maxwell electrodynamics. The apparent candidate
for FouV

taken in the form

In our more general approach the fields A u v "ill be treated
as independent from the fields Au,-

c =

(10)

In field theories with higher order field equations we
may similarly introduce symmetric tensor fields A<x, .. . u,n (*)

must, however, be rejected, since it cannot bo gauge invariant.

vhich under gauge transformations behave as follows:

It turns out that in curved space-time the correct generaliz¬
ation of A)) is of the form

gauge fields

ALL

there are no interrelations between dif¬

ferent gauge fields and the indicated role 01" gravitation is
invisible.

00
where " R " „ M

From ^li) it is seen that the tensor

Fou,v has the fol¬

lowing symmetry property:

is the curvature tensor of the considered

"

space-time. The appearance of the curvature tensor in [11) is
caused by the non-commutativity of the covariatit derivatives

as the counterpart of the electrodynamical symmetry

and shows some fundamental difference between the gauge
fields

.

In

tho

oaso

to the gauge invariant tensor field

of

p„v

Au,

= 0

its relation

(1H)

given by (9) is not

influenced by gravitation, because
satisfied by the electromagnetic tensor. In addition, from
we see that F o u V

(nj

consists of two parts wi th different ad¬

ditional symmetries. The first part, multipliod by o( i satis¬
as the consequence of the symmetry of Christoffel symbols. In
the case of A u y

tne

relation between

Au.v

explicitly depends on gravitation, because

D

« * also on

>ou.v

rl 1J contains the

curvature tensor. In addition, the tensor FQU*V
only on A M . V

and

fies

depends not

while the second part, multiplied by

A similar situation appears for all higher tensor gauge
' © u.v
fields

A M.1# ,. kĄ.n 1
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The gauge invariant combinations formed

from these tensor fields always contain different gauge fields
The natural requirement of i^reducibility (or maximal symmetr})
and the curvature tensor. Our generalized approach to gauge
of physical tensors suggests that we should choose in (11)
fields reveals therefore a new role of the gravitational field
either

Ct~O

or

fi - 0 ,

In order to make the correct •

since it is now the bridge joining various gauge fields. Only
choice we shall again refer to Maxwell electrodynamics where
for tho minimal coupling theory which usos solely the vector

satisfies the Maxwell-Faraday equations

the tensor

as the counterpart of the electromagnetic tensor

F . ^ , It is

clear that in the presence of gravitation ve must suitably
(17)

modify equations \^9j in order to make them generally covariant,
but w e shall not need such modification hers.
Ihe field equations for the gauge fields and the matter

Using the antisymmetry of

Fu-V these equations nay be reduced

fields

<p£

will be obtained from the Lagrangian

to the equations

r +

.= 0
vbioh show that the Maxwell-Faraday equations are independent
of gravitation. We also note that equations

(18J ar« identi¬

cally satisfied if we use the representation of FuM
of the gems* fields

i n

terms

where

-f and &

are appropriate coupling constants. Ex-

tremizine the action integral

A f . as given by ( i a )- Taking all this

into account we require that in the absence of gravitation the
tensor Fo,»v should satisfy the equations
with respect to the variations of A»*. a n d

+0j

the

following generalized Maxwell equations

and these aquations should be satisfied Identically i f
is represented in teras of the gauge fields

ouV

A u v •» Riven by

(11). A simple calculation then shows that such requircaent can
be fulfilled only if wo choose in (l 1)

A =0

and up to

nornalizntion we got the gauge invariant t»asoz- F

owl

the

for

SA t-"
We are now ready to give a physical meaning to the fields

W

p 94*"^ FroB (a^) we see that matter fields may produce a now
type of sources} the tensor currents

ter Lagrangian

r--r

O <LtnxdJ&'

which serve as sources for the f i e l d s

(.3)

^~«u.</ '

I * 6 8 0 tensor

for a matter described by a single scalar field a> .
In the absence of gravitation the field equations (23y

currents, in addition to the ususal voctor currents

always reduce to the Maxwell ones regardless of the presence
_

(26)

X

TX

of tensor currents. But in the presence of gravitation and
non-vanishing tensor currents we obtain an essential modifica¬
tion of Maxwell electrodynamics in curved space-time. This is

describe new yst unknown electromagnetic characteristics of

so, for example, with the following Lagrangian of scalar matter

matter. They lead to the following modification of the Lor en t z
force
(30)

Hr-

which leads to the currents

It is obvious that if the given matter does not exhibit any trace
of tensor current this expression reduces to the usual Lorentz
force. A careful and precise investigation of the Lorentz force
may therefore serve as a direct experimental test of our theory
and as an operational definition of the tensor fields F o uv •
In the absence of tensor currents the field equations (23)
admit the solution
and to the fourth-order wave equation

=0
(33)
and the whole theory reduces just to Maxwell electrodynamics,
this will be the case if we take the usual gauge invariant mat¬
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In the presence of tensor currents the field equation
[23) and fsM represent a theory for which the Einstein equiv¬
alence principle is not satisfied. In fact, the field equa¬
tions (23) remain generally covariant, even if we neglect the
term with the curvature tensor, and in this case we get the
usual Maxwell equations in curved space-time. However, there
is no way to obtain equations

(23) from the Maxwell equations

in flat space-time through the equivalence principle, because
in the conventional formulation of this principle the possi¬
bility that the curvature tensor may couple different fields
is not taken into account. Our model thus shows that the for¬
mulation of the equivalence principle must be modified.
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